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Abstract

Intermetallic Ce(Pd1-"Rh-)3 was studied by means of X-ray
diffraction and transport measurements. The substitution of
Pd,{Rh causes a non-Vergard law like behaviour of the lattice
constants which is attributed to a signifrcant change of the
system towards intermediate valence of the Ce ions.
Simultaneously, the lattice softens. This substitutioq however,
is also responsible of a distinct decrease of the exceptionally
large thermopower derived for CePd:. The concomitant
increase of the chaxacteristic fluctuation temperatue is able to
reduce the lattice thermal conductivity and hence can be
considered as novel mechanism $/ith respect to an
irprovement of the thermoelectic pedormance of such
valence fluctuating materials.

Introduction

Intermediate valent CePd3 exhibits one of the highest
Seebeck coeffrcients (about 100 to 120 pV/K at a broad
maximum around 1 50 K) within Ce based iatermetallics [1].
Such shongly enhanced {7) values are referred to an intense
Kondo interaction responsible for a characteristic temperature

Q of about 220 K [2]. Enhaaced values of 76 are a fmgerprint
ofa shong 4f+,p,d hybridlsation, which in turn promotes an
intermediate electronic confrguration of the Ce ion.
Sirnultaneously, a high electron density of states at the Fermi
level, associated with the Abrikosov Suhl resonance, provides
the base requisite for a large Seebeck effect. Theoretically,
within the s cope o fthe s ingle i npurity A nderson model t his
relationship follows as ,16:2 ri(lel,Afy cot(n(0)), where y is the
Sommerfeld value, N the degeneracy of the 4/ state and 11 is
the phase shift [3]. This equation shows that the density of
states at the Fermi energy, expressed by the Sommerfeld value,
is the relevant parameter &iving the Seebeck effect ir Kondo
t)?e matedals. Substitutions ofPd in CePd3 by platinum metal
elements such as Rh and Ru enlarge the Kondo temperature ?K
via enhanced hybridisation and thus trigger significant valence
fluctuations [4]. Since the maximum contribution in S(7)
occurs at a temperature roughly proportional to fK tle Pd,'Rh
substitution is expected to tune Smx(Z) in a continuous manner
over a broad temperature range. Besides, phonons are strongly
scattered on such valence fluctuations giving rise to a decrease
of the lattice thermal conductivity [5]. Theoretically, this
follows from the relaxation rate 1/r" : Eo, where E is some
material dependent constant and co is the phonon frequency

[6]. This type of scattedng dominates at low temperatues and
produces a I behaviour of l,ol. Increasing the strength of this
interaction results in a suppression of the thermal conductivity

maximum and eventually reveals a powerful decrease of d1 at
high tenrperatures.
The aim of the present work is to veriff in some detail the
scenario outlined above by investigating the temperature
dependent electrical resistivity, thermal conductivity and
tlermopower of various concenhations of the solid solution
Ce(Pdr-"M*): in a tenrperature range ftom 4.2 to about 300 K.

Experim€ntal

Samples were prepared by high frequency melting using
stoichiometric amounts of the constituents elements. After
remelting for several times the ingots were sealed under
vacuum in silica capsules and heat feated at 900'C for i
week. Phase purity and lattice constants were tested by powder
diffraction data obtained with a Huber-Guinier camera
applying Cu Kor radiation and employing the program
package FULLPROF. Tenperature dependent thermopower,
electrical resistivity, and thermal conductivity data were
collected using standard techniques. Details are described
elsewhere Ref. [7].

Results and discussion

Ce(Pdr-.R1.): crystallizes in an ordered variant of the
cubic AuCu3 structue. Ce occupies the 1a site, while Pd and
Rh are statistically distributed over the 3c sites of Pm-3m.
The lattice parameter a of C e(Pdr-,Rh.): is showninFig. 1.
Both border compounds, i.e., CePd3 and CeRh3 are in good
agreement with the lattice constants reported in literature.
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Fig. 1: Concentration dependent lattice parameter a ofCe(Pd1-*Rh*)3



The evolution of the lattice parameter a does not follow
Vergard's rule. Rather, there is initially a much larger
reduction of the unit cell volume initially when Pd is
substituted by Rlr. This obsewation may be due to either: i) Pd
and Rh not being isoelectronic - the different elechonic
structue influences the unit cell v olume in a non-monotonic
rnanner, ii) the substitution of Pd by Rh driving the Ce ions
towaxds the 4' state. As a result, the atomic radius of Ce
decreases, and in combination with the influence of the R-h
atomic radius, a non-linear variation ofthe I attice p arameter
may result. The valence change thoughout the series,
however, can be also a result ofthe alteration ofthe elechonic
structwe caused by Rh as well as sinply by chemical pressure
exerted to the Ce ions by the sbrinking unit cell volume
tbroughout the series.

Temperature dependent resistivity measurements dZ) of
the entfte sedes Ce(Pd1-*Rh)3 are summarized in Fig. 2.
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scale usually dominating $ound state properties of Ce
compounds. This tlpe of interaction is also responsible for the
significantly enhanced thermopower values (see below). As Pd
is substituted by Rfr, dZ) is altered distinctly. Inspecting the
data for x:0.1 reveals a minimum in {Z) around 35 K;
below that temperatue, 17) starts to logarithnically increase,
but b elolv about 10 K the data level o ffreaching a c onstant
behaviour at very low temperatures. The qualitative curvatue
is quadratic and thus follows features ofKondo physics at low
terperatures. Further increase of the Rh content causes a total
suppression of sfiuctue h {7), the temperatwe dependences
for x > 0.2 resemble those of sinple metallic non-magnetic
compounds. Tryiry to account for {Z) of CeRl3 by
considering the B loch G riineisen I aw r eveals a n e xcellent f it
with a reasonable Debye temperatue @D : 220 K. A similar
quaatitative description of resistivity data is possible for 0.2 <
x 5 1. It should be noted that the general variation of the
resistivity in the latter concentration range is somewhat
irregular, but both, the absolute values and their particular
dependencies do not vary significantly. The residual resistivity
is the smallest in the case of CeRh3, pointing to a well
developed structure with a reduced number of lattice
imperfections. Adding Pd to C€Rh3 causes an initial increase
of the residual resistivity due to the statistic disorder of Pd and
Rh at the 3c sites ofthe ulit cell.

The terperature dqrendent electrical resistivity of the
samples has also been studied also at various extemally
applied magnetic frelds. Results for the lower ternperature
range ofCePd3 are shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2: Temp€ratue dependent electrical resistivity p of Ce(Pdr-
,Rh*)3 for various conc€ntrations ofr.(left panel). Right panel: p vs.
f in a nomaliz€d representation.

The left panel shows the absolute 17) values, while the
right p anel ofFig. 2 displays a normalized representation of
the data. CePd3 exhibits the largest room temperature
resistivity o fthe s eries, about I l5 p C)crq well in a greement
with literature [8] and is characterized by a slow increase ofp
when Z is reduced fiom room temperature. A maximum is
obsewed around 130 K, coinciding wiih the weak maximum
derived ftom susceptibility data on that cornpound [8]. Below
this maximunf p drops rapidly, reaching about 50 pOcm at
4.2 K, which is, however, above the values given in literature
for ft. Slight deviations in the Pd concentation might cause
enonnous chaages in the residual resistivity, while tle room
tempenture values should be less influenced [9]. A shoulder
in lI) around 25 K again evidences good agreement with
literature [8]. A Fermi liquid ground state ofCePd3 is obvious
flom a quadmtic temperature dependence of the resistivity
roughly below l0 K. i.e., p- pb I A7r with 4 = 53.3 Ug2"-
and A = 0.06 pOcm/I(2. The enhanced value of I point to
heary quasi-particles (compare literature data [8). The
maximum around 130 K can be interpreted in terms ofa spin
fluctuation temperature and particularly resembles the Kondo
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Fig. 3: Temperature dependent resistivity p of CePds measured at
various externally applied fields.

The overall change due to the application of a magnetic freld
is small and drc largest change at 12 ^f and at lowest
temperatue does not exceed about 3olo. This rather small field
dependence can be associated with the large characteristic
temperature of the system of about 220 K. An external freld of
12 T, although large in absolute terms, is then still small in
terms ofenergy (1 K- 1.5 T) and thus a significant in{luence
on the spin fluctuation spectrum can not be expected.
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The Seebeck coefficient S of Ce(Pd1,"Rlt")3 was
investigated for all sarnples of the series, results are
summarized in Fig. 4. Within this series, CePd3 exhibits
exceptionally large S values thloughout tle terperatue nnge
studied and shows a maxinrum around 130 K, in excellent
agreement with literature [10]. Below about 50 K a shoulder
develops coinciding with the feature in dZ). The gia.nt
thermopower derived carmot be associated with reduced
carrier concentrations as it is the case for standard
thermoelectric materials which trc situated

for binary CeR.h3 and CePd3, respectively, it is well above the
theoretical thermal conductivity limit [11], which nearly
realised in amorphous malerials due to the well known rattling
mechanism also suggested in the c ase o ffilled skutterudites.
Thermoelectric application of these materials, however,
require thermal conductivity values in the Foximity of the
theoretical limit.
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Fig. 5: Temperature dependent thermal conductivity ,e{0 ofce(Pdr-
*Rh,)3 for various concentrations .I.

The total thermal conductivity 2 of metallic solids consists
of an electronic contribution 1," and a Tattice contribution ,1r1;
,f, can tlus be expressed as:

). -- 1" + ).eh (l)

Each individual channel is conshained by a variety of
interaction- and scattering processes causing a finite thermal
resistivity lI/ = 1l),.\t otder to split the total measured quantity
into b oth p arts, t he W iedemann F rarz law can be taken into
consideration. Although this model represents only a crude
approximation, it is generally used to derive .;1" assuming that

. L"T L,T (2\

where Z. is the electronic Lorenz nunber which is usually
replaced by the Lorenz mrmber La : 2.45 x 104 wQfi('�.
Knowing the e lectrical r esistivity ( compare Fig. 2 ) allows to
deduce .d, at le ast in a fust approximation. Data for some
concentrations of Ce(Pdr-"Rh.): are summarized in Fig. 6 (left
panel) and the lattice therrnal conductivity associated with
these concentrations is plotted in Fig. 6 (right panel).
Comparison shows that the elechonic contribution to the total
thermal conductivity dominates in Ce(Pd1--Rh*)3 which
appeaxs to be typical for intermetallic compormds. Since this
distinct contdbution is always related to the electrical
resisfivity, ar trprovement of the thermoelectric performance
may only be achieved by reduction of the lattice thermal
conductivity dr. Recently, it has been shown that the
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Fig. 4: Temperaturc dependent Seebeck coelficient .9 of
Ce(Pdr,*RiJ3 for various concentrations of r (leff panel). Right
panel: Concentration dependent variation ofs deduced at 280 K, The
dashed line is a guide to the eye.

in the proximity of metallic and semiconducting regime.
Rather, it is well lnown that Kondo q/pe interactions cause a
narrow density of states @OS) near the Fermi energy tlus
giving rise to a huge energy derivative of this DOS [3]. Many
of yet investigated Kondo compormds are characterized by
either large positive or negative thermopower values. The
substitution of PdlRh unfavourably alters the overall S(!
values at least below roon tenperature (Fig. 4, left panel).
Data collected at T = 280 K (Fig 4, right panel) corroborate
this finding evidencing the thermopower of this series
adopting negative values, before at the Rh rich end of the
series small positive values arise. In terms ofband s tructue
this would refer to a change of sign with respect to the energy
derivative of the DOS, while in the sirry)lest caxrier pictue
such an observation would be in line with a change of the
carrier type from hole- to electron dominated transport.
Finally, CeRh3 seems to be governed again by holes. Since the
crossover fiom CePd3 to CeRh3 is characterized by a
significant change of the Kondo interaction stength ftom
about 220 K for the former to about 1000 K for the latter, one
can conclude tlat in a crude approximation an enhancement of
the valence fluctuations does not improve overall
thermopower. High temperatue studies are in progess to
corroborate this conclusion.

The thermal conductivity of Ce(Pdr-*Rh*): was measured
fiom 4 K up to room temperatue and results are shown in Fig.
5. Largest and smallest overall thermal conductivity is found

Ce(Pd1-1Rhy)3
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interaction of the heat carrying phonons with Einstein-like
modes ("rattling modes") can cause a dramatic suppression of

dr in frlled skutterudites [12]. We have proposed that anotlrcr
mechanisnl i.e., the interaction of phonons with the
conduction electron systern, can also be consideted the reason

of a significant decrease of .261, if all other interaction
processes remain rmchanged. Kitagawa et al. [5] have
demonsfated that lor Kondo insulators an increase of 7a

causes a distinct drop of dr due do an enharced electon
phonon interaction. Adopting this model for Ce(Pd1-"Rh,)3
yields a similar conclusion: Proceeding fiom CePd3 with
relatively low fi1 to CeR-h3 with high 76 values infers a
dramatic increase of the phonon electron interaction shength.
This can be understood quantitavely by employing following
aaalysis:

results of which are displayed as solid lines. Satisfuing overall
agreement between tlrcory and experiment can be validated.
The Debye temperatwes obtained decrease continuously from
CePd3 to CeRI3 indicating a softening of the lattice. This
would be in nice coincidence with the fact that the system
exhibits shonger signs of intermediate valence upon Pd./Rh
substitution. In general a stable valence state is favored by a
stabls and stiff lattice, while valence fluctuations cause a
decrease oflattice s tability g iving rise to a more soft crystal
lattice. The most irportant observatioq however, is the
finding that the paxameter E characterizing the phonon
electron interaction (Eqn. 5) tlramatically alters upon Pd/Rh
substitution, thus e videncing the importance o fthe enhanced
characteristic t enrperature a ttributed to C eRh3. Corroborating
this tentative conclusion on similar systems would give rise to
a rather novel and promising mechanism for a reduction of the
lattice thermal conductivity.

In conclusion, we have investigated the evolution of
physical properties in the series Ce(Pd1,*Rh*)3. The increase of
the Ce valency towards the non-magnetic 4* state upon the
increase ofthe Rh c ontent is accompanied by a softening of
the lattice and a dramatic decrease of the overall thermopower
values. Concomitantly, however, the increase o f ?K c auses a
substantial decrease of lattice thermal conductivity, primarily
due to an enhancement of the phonon electron interaction
parameter. This proves a novel possibility for a promising
reduction of thermal conductivitv with resDect to
thermoelectric applications.
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Fig. 6: Temperature depeodent electronic contribution to the thermal
conductivity l. for some concenhations ']r of Ce(Pd1-,Rh-)3 Qeft
panel). Right parel: Lattice themal conductivity 4h. The solid line is
a least squares fit according to Eqn. 3.

According to Ref. [13] the lattice thermal conductivity can
be expressed as

0 ^ t  f

)"-, = CT3 
' 
I 

r.x exPtx ) dx (3)
" 

i, [exp(.r) - 1]'

where C is a material dependent constant and r" is the
overall relaxation time which defines the phonon mean free
path. This model assumes each individual interaction process

to be represented by a distinct relaxation time z;. If these
processes are independent from each otler, r" follows from

- l  - l  - l  - l  - l
T .  = T B  + T D  + T U  + T e  

@

where the subscripts B, D, U and e rcfer to boundary
scattering, interaction with point-like inrpurities, Umklapp
processes and the electron-phonon interaction, respectively.
These relaxation times are considered most important, relevant
for phonon scattering in metallic compounds. According to
Ref. [3], temperature and ftequency dependencies for
individual scattering processes obey the relations:

t "- ' - 8,, o' = Dro, ru-' = Uat'T exp(-O o / 3T), r " 
| = Ea) (5)

Least squares fits ofEqn. 3 in the context ofEqns. 4 and 5
to the data shown in Fig. 6 (right panel) were performed,

Ce(Pd1-xRh 3

Ce(Pd1-xRhx)3


